Managing biomedical equipment is hard enough without complex software that makes keeping on top of your work tedious and time-consuming. That's why we've turned your slow, complicated processes and systems around biomedical equipment into one intuitive platform for connecting it all. Prioritize patient safety and optimize patient care by empowering your clinical engineering team with an easier way to manage their work.

**BioMed for TheWorxHub** is an asset-based workflow management tool designed to drive productivity and ensure compliance by streamlining the work of your clinical engineers and technicians.

### Benefits

- **Simplify the day-to-day.** Give your clinical engineering team anytime, anywhere access to the information and tools they need to do their job and visualize their work in one digital (and mobile) platform.

- **See and find assets quicker.** Our new model evaluation brings standard processes to your organization, from the naming of assets to the management of files, batteries, risk assessments, preventive maintenance schedules and more.

- **Connect across facilities and departments.** Track information across your facility's locations, so your biomed and facilities teams have one tool to collaborate on to get work done faster.

- **Stay compliant with accessible documentation.** Comply with The Joint Commission standards and have the information for your medical equipment management plan in one place that is easy to pull from. Always have reporting on risk scoring and analysis, preventive maintenance and more are at your fingertips.

- **Keep a pulse on your department.** Our dashboards are built around your team's workflow, so you can see what and where staff are working on projects, high-risk work orders, assets and compliance tasks.

- **Access actionable analytics.** From stats on your operational efficiency across sites/locations to KPIs for your medical equipment management plan, you have easy access to it all to activate your reporting.

- **More powerful, connected solution.** With TheWorxHub, you get the power of a connected suite of operations management solutions that are continually being enhanced to help you solve all your operational challenges.
Product Features

> **Asset Standardization** – All it takes is a few-step process to enter all the equipment information you need in one place — to make tracking and managing that much easier

> **Battery Management** – Use concrete data and regular PMs to better manage battery life and replacements, as well as extended search and reporting capabilities

> **File Manager** – One place to house and access all instruction manuals and attachment files straight from TheWorxHub, Microsoft OneDrive or Dropbox

> **Round Robin Work Assignment Automation** – Channel work orders directly to a technician to increase patient safety and time to resolution

> **Single Sign-On** – Access the system in one easy step, so everyone from technicians in the field to clinicians at a patient’s bedside can submit a work order quickly and easily

> **Equipment Search** – Easily search by asset, request or work order to quickly find the exact information you need

> **Always Improving** – We are always listening to your and the industry’s needs and translating those into product updates that create a more intuitive system
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